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publishers of traditional printed books and magazines as
well as traditional electronic media (radio, television) and
has led to the development of new models of presence
and sustainability of the publishing and media businesses.
This in turn led to a model of open access to cover author
and distribution costs, which establishes that copyrighted
information is available publicly and free of charge, but
the end user must, along with the information, consume
ads paid by third parties - advertisers, without a clear
possibility to skip or select them [2]. Thus, in order for
many authors and publishers to continue their work, they
have to adopt the Internet advertising as a chief source of
income and a mandatory and inevitable part of their
business model.
In the context of Internet advertising, we can
distinguish three main types of entities: (1) content
creators such as authors, news agencies, and publishers
(even though potentially any network user can appear as a
creator or publisher); (2) highly visited web media (e.g.
online newspapers and magazines, news portals and
aggregators, multimedia websites and social networks
etc.); and (3) advertisers (usually including manufacturers
and traders or other suppliers of goods and services) who
want to do paid marketing by sending promotional
commercials to a broad or targeted audience.
Additionally there can be advertising agencies and
advertising affiliates. The former specialize in
development and use of technology to generate and send
appropriate ads to a target audience, track the statistics
and the success of the ad delivery and act as brokers
between the content publishers and the advertisers. The
latter usually do independent promotional work in the
interest of the advertiser, e.g. by directing audience to the
ad-serving sites etc. Each of these entities owns a share of
the value flowing through this web marketing triangle:
Creators create content that should be attractive and
sought after; Internet media and social websites attract a
large number of active users and have the immediate
opportunity to send them content generated by the
creators mixed with promotional messages; Advertisers
and the involved agencies emit money to the publishing
media as compensation for the advertising of products
and services, and support content creators, thus
encouraging them to create new, more engaging content
for higher revenue.
But what is the effect of the existence of such a
marketing triangle, i.e. what is its impact on the quality of
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advent of web hardware and software
technologies as means of transmitting multimedia
information and providing a very high degree of end-user
interactivity and mobility, the last few years have seen
new ways of social communication that are more efficient
and qualitatively different from traditional ones. With its
increasing availability and ubiquity, the World Wide Web
has imposed new standards and business models in social
networking, and thus in online marketing [1].
The proliferation of web technologies for massive use
has led to an increase in the availability and accessibility
of free educational information to the general public. This
trend has seriously challenged the position of authors and
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sends marketing messages to its users - who are at the
same time practically the only creators of content on the
network. Social networks are known to be abusing
personal data daily to serve precisely targeted marketing
messages to their users. In this way, social network users
effectively pay for the opportunity for virtual
socialization with their time, privacy and voluntarily
agree to be the target of a barrage of marketing or
promotional messages, but as content creators, they do
not receive any compensation.

information whose creation and maintenance are
motivated chiefly by earnings and marketing? To date,
relatively little has been published on these specifics of
new digital information exchange and marketing channels
and their impact on the quality of available information.
This paper provides a brief review of existing published
research results related to the occurrence of extreme mass
misinformation - fake news, rumors, conspiracy theories,
hoaxes, misinformation and similar rapidly spreading
nonsense in connection with the online marketing
mechanisms which, driven by the idea of making money
from paid advertising, cause the dominant data on today's
web to be worthless content. Considered are also
measures that can be applied in order to reduce and
control such adverse tendencies.
II.

III.

The terms yellow press and yellow journalism have
been in use for more than a century now. Mott [4] defined
yellow journalism in 1941 as having five distinctive
elements:
provocative
titles,
catchy
graphics,
pseudoscience claims and fake experts' opinions,
attractive full-color supplements, and expressions of
sympathy with victims of social or political injustice.
Yellow journalism lived to see its renaissance with the
rise of the web and the disruptive web advertising, while
retaining most of its old-day features. Its well-known
products such as fake news, scandal mongering, slander
and defamation of prominent people, sensationalism,
publishing misinformation and disinformation continued
to be used in the web era as an excellent basis for quick
buildup of ad audience. Thus we have a situation in
which fake news, which is considered one of the biggest
problems of today's online journalism, is also one of the
most fecund and frequently used platforms for online
advertising.
In the modern context of web media, fake news is
fabricated and distributed extensively by individuals or
groups who in the real-world are most likely irrelevant,
anonymous and completely unqualified, and whose sole
purpose is that of attracting as wide a population as
possible with cunningly concocted websites that serve
paid ads. The goal is clear - by generating content that is
primarily shocking, and often completely untrue and
worthless, they try to maximize the number of visitors to
their web media, and thus to maximize their revenue. The
information quality of the content offered in this way is
proportional to the qualifications of their creators as well
as to the interests of the mass of uneducated audience. In
the scientific literature in recent years fake news has been
treated by several authors [5-24].

ONLINE ADVERTISING AND SOCIAL NETWORKING

A key feature of modern web communications is that it
enables any individual to publish data online that
becomes instantly accessible worldwide. The immediacy
and generality of such a system enable the existence of
today's mass social networks in which each individual or
competitor can, without technical knowledge, open their
own websites, profiles or social network pages, in order
to network with other existing individuals, pages or
profiles, and comment, post positive or negative opinions
and feedback, both on their own pages, and on the pages
of others that allow such interaction. This can be done
anonymously or using a number of real or fake identities.
The phenomenon of viral spread of information and
misinformation is technically supported by the possibility
of the so-called social sharing of posts according to personal findings and taste by social network users and peers.
This type of sharing mechanism plays a key role in the
rise and the huge impact of the social networks: some of
these posts spread widely at high speeds and thus have an
unexpectedly strong impact on important individuals as
well as institutions, large organizations, markets or even
whole countries.
Research shows that a significant portion of the
planet's population receives information from social
networks on a daily basis, especially in the lessdeveloped countries [3]. Therefore, in addition to usergenerated content, it is becoming more common to
present direct paid advertisements and marketing
messages through these networks, because such messages
can easily reach a huge number of people.
In the typical web marketing model, the owner of a
highly visited online media (website) appears as an
intermediary between potential advertisers (possibly
represented by a marketing agency) and visitors to his
medium as potential users of the advertised product. The
main funds come from advertisers, and are distributed
among (1) the marketing agency (2) the media as content
carrier and (3) content creators.
On social media, however, the situation is almost
paradoxical: By default, all users of a social network join
the network voluntarily, with the sole expectation of
networking with friends or peers and receiving up-to-date
information from their locales. The social network then
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ONLINE ADVERTISING AND THE YELLOW PRESS

IV.

DISINFORMATION AND MEASURES TO FIGHT IT

Unfortunately, many of the players in the marketing
triangle have mainly pecuniary interests, and little or no
interest in creating and distributing quality information or
knowledge. Because of this, more and more data is
generated which, speaking at the mildest is of poor
quality: Content creators, in search of a bigger share of
the revenue cake, often resort to fabricated information
that has little touch with reality, the common sense or the
fundamental sciences. Social networks, on the other hand,
in search of higher profits, have a tacit interest in
tolerating and even encouraging this hyper-production of
misinformation and disinformation, even though
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methods are considered most promising. In [11], the
authors report three types of fake news: serious
fabrications, large-scale hoaxes and humorous fakes
(satire, parody, sarcastic news etc.) They propose that for
better accuracy, the task of fake news detection should be
separated by type. Ref. [22] considers the generalized
problem of automatic removal of web noise, that is, data
elements of web pages degrading the quality of the web,
including irrelevant images and links, image
advertisements, background images, etc. It is proposed
that such removal can be done by analyzing the tags in
the HTML page structure. In [24], systems have been
proposed that achieve 99% success in the automatic
detection of disinformation placed on Facebook only on
the basis of profiling the users of the social network who
liked the post. This result indicates that there is a clear
dichotomy in the population of users who have a criterion
for elementary life values and those who do not have
such a criterion.
In [15] it is indicated that most false news is broadcast
by a relatively small number of organized centers. It is an
encouraging fact that social network administrators are in
a position to take a decisive step in controlling and
regulating the informational pollution, but their lack of
interest must be balanced with external factors such as
legislation. In line with this is the entry into force of
European Union's General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) for protection of citizens of the European Union.
The extent to which this regulation will help regulate the
risks of spreading misinformation and misuse of citizens'
personal profiles for corporate and state purposes remains
to be researched in the near future.

officially they have policies of no tolerance to fake news.
Advertisers have an interest in pushing their content to
the masses without any regard to the quality of the
information used as the carrier of their advertising
messages. In this ignoble triangle, despite the various
offers of automatic solutions for detection and removal of
disinformation, the defense of end users for the time
being practically comes down to the efforts of raising
awareness and honing their own common sense criteria
for recognizing and ignoring media sources whose basic
characteristic is profit maximization and focusing on
sources that advocate the higher ideal of distributing true
and useful knowledge of long-term value to humanity.
The fake news is believed to have had a key impact on
the election of the 45th US president. The case of the
appearance of highly visible fake news originating from
North Macedonia, which had a clear and non-negligible
influence on the US presidential election in 2016, is
treated in detail in [16]. This paper also points out that
social networks play a key role in spreading
disinformation since they allow their spread across
multiple routes simultaneously, through a number of
anonymous or poorly visible users, without a clear
reputation, who do not apply prior fact-checking, research,
selectivity or editorial reasoning. In [17], the authors
conclude that the degree of trust of the media that
publishes information can be a useful metric for refuting
rumors intended for political persuasion of the masses.
However, it is also pointed out that the direct refutation of
publications, i.e. labeling a medium as unreliable
contributes to its visibility in the public, i.e. any mention
of disinformation aids its diffusion.
Detection and suppression of misinformation and fake
news are important because their spread is to the
detriment of high social norms. Given the increasing
speed of generating fake news and rumors, the computer
science literature offers solutions for automatic detection
and removal of fake news and announcements by
anonymous paid publishers of defamatory content [7, 8,
11, 15, 22, 24, 25]. In [15], the authors propose a
platform for collecting, detecting and analyzing online
disinformation posted on microblogging platforms such
as Twitter. According to their results, disinformation is
ahead of factual information by an average of 10-20
hours, mainly spread by very active network users, while
passive or new users passively consume this
disinformation. Thus, social networks in the context of
information dissemination can be called "massive online
disinformation networks". A survey of the current stateof-art technologies for the detection of fake news is
presented in [8] and the references therein. Generally,
fake news detection systems use linguistic clues based on
machine learning, network analysis or a hybrid approach.
Linguistic approaches look for cues of deception in
individual words or multi-words, the used syntax, or the
logical contradictions and omissions of facts in the
semantics of the text. Network approaches on the other
hand, is based on metadata about the sources of the
scrutinized data and their behavior. Currently hybrid
approaches comprising both linguistic and network
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V.

CONCLUSION

The new channels for data transmission and
distribution, together with the high interactivity and the
ability to easily create user-generated content they
provide to end users enable new types of collaboration
between the three main types of entities in Internet
marketing: (1) content creators and publishers, (2)
advertisers performing paid marketing and (3) masses of
consumers acting individually or organized in large social
networks. Each of these entities owns or creates value
that drives the flow of disinformation: content creators
create content that is attractive and sought after;
advertisers issue cash as compensation for advertised
products; social networks have personal data on the
interests of many individuals and are in a position to
aggressively distribute paid, precisely targeted marketing
messages to them. Each of these players in the marketing
triangle has a financial interest in broadcasting data that,
at the mildest, is not quality information: Content creators,
in search of a bigger share of the pie, often resort to
fabricated information. In search of higher profits, social
networks have a tacit interest in tolerating and even
encouraging the creation and distribution of such
disinformation. Advertisers have an interest in pushing
their interests to the masses without regard to the quality
of the information used as the carrier of their advertising
messages. In this ignoble triangle, despite the offered
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automatic solutions for detection and removal of
disinformation, the defense of end users for the time
being practically comes down to the application of raising
awareness and the sharpening of their own common sense
criteria for recognizing and ignoring media sources
whose main purpose is profit and directing attention to
sources that advocate the high ideal of distributing true
and useful knowledge of long-term value to humanity.
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